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Earlier today, we spoke on how there was an Uncle Best Jordans Shoes movie in the
works featuring a litany of former NBA Stars. However, we mght have also gotten
another preview as well.Taken from Reggie Miller's Instagram story was a photo of
Kyrie in his Uncle Drew alter ego. On his feet though, was an never before seen
silo. Considering that the shoe had the Kyrie logo on the tongue, we are assuming
this is the Kyrie IV.From what we can see, it appears to take elements from both the
Kyrie I (with the jagged tooth midsole), and the Kyrie III (With its overall shape).
No word on release info or if this in fact the Kyrie IV, but let us know your
thoughts in the comment section below.
The Latest Jordans Shoes takes on a similar aesthetic to the 350 V2 but features a
mid-cut ankle collar for additional ankle support a Primeknit woven base complete
with an added heel tab in a salmon-colored hue along with a matching ribbed sole
unit with a BOOST technology cushioning system installation. The only feature we're
questioning is the lacing system construction, it looks a little too high and
awkwardly crafted. Luckily, this a sample sneaker for now and has room to improve.
With that being said, take a look at the sneaker for yourself below and swipe right
for more dimensional images and let us know if you'd be interested in an adidas
Yeezy BOOST 650 in the comment section below.
With Cheap Jordan Shoes latest look being so up close, it’s easier to see what some
of the consistencies are going to be in this model from previous Yeezy releases.
This particular colorway actually brings to light a material choice in the shoe’s
upper. It looks like the 650 will feature an entirely Primeknit upper. As with its
predecessor, Primeknit seems to be the main choice for a lightweight style-centric
sneaker from Adidas. The 650, for now, is proving to basically be a mid-top version
of 350 with a more pronounced lacing system.
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